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THE IRISH LIFESAVING FOUNDATION LTD.

Object

The main object for which the Company is established is to protect human life by the promotion of 
technical education in lifesaving, water safety and lifeguarding to the general public in Ireland or 
elsewhere. To promote self rescue, rescue, resuscitation and first aid skills.

Subsidiary Objects

l To stimulate public opinion in favour of the general adoption of swimming, lifesaving,  water safety, 
resuscitation and first aid as a branch of instruction in schools, colleges, clubs, etc.

l To encourage safe entries into waters known and unknown, floating and such other swimming and 
lifesaving skills as would be of assistance to a person endeavouring to save life.

l To arrange and promote public lectures, demonstrations and competitions and to form classes of 
instruction so as to bring about a widespread and thorough knowledge of the principles which 
underlie the arts of swimming, lifesaving, resuscitation and first aid.

l To provide for the assessment of any awards the Foundation might decide upon.

l To promote the development of lifeguard training and expertise.

l To promote and endow grants and awards including scholarships and lectureships, for the purpose 
of promoting research into education and training.

l To publish any newspapers, periodicals, journals, reports, circulars and leaflets the publication of 
which is conducive to the furtherance of the objects of the Foundation.

l To take such steps by way of personal or written appeals, public meetings or fund raising activities 
of any kind whatsoever as may from time to time be deemed expedient for the purpose of acquiring 
funds for the Foundation.

l To disseminate information by way of the holding of lectures, seminars and courses of lectures, and 
by way of the provision of facilities to persons engaged in the dissemination of information.

The Irish Lifesaving Foundation

Registered Charity No. CHY 15102

INVITATION

Do you know that you can become a member of The Irish Lifesaving Foundation and help with 
the work of saving lives from drowning - worldwide.

Visit our website and download a membership application form:
www.lifesavingfoundation.ie

Company Information
Companies Registration Office Number: CRO 368309

Irish Revenue Commissioners Charity Number: CHY 15102
Directors: Mr John Connolly (Secretary); Mrs Margaret Bible  (Treasurer); 

Mr Brendan Donohoe; Mr Edward Duffy; Mr Robert Cadman
Registered Office: 11 Iveragh  Close, Lismore  Lawn, Waterford  City, Ireland.

Auditor: Mr Barry Kennedy, Park Chambers, 96 Lower Yellow Road, Waterford City, Ireland.
Solicitor: Mr. Gerard O Herlihy, Nolan Farrell & Goff, Newtown, Waterford City.

Bankers: Bank of Ireland, Lisduggan, Waterford City  ::  Sort Code: 90-62-16  ::  Account: 18573923
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Secretary’s Report
As we enter the second 
decade of the 21st century 
the Foundation board has 
considered our experiences in 
the first decade and decided on 
a new direction for the charity 
– conducting and promoting 
research into drowning 
prevention. This does not 
mean that we will cease 
funding lifesaving projects. 
In future the Foundation will 
add a compulsive research 
aspect to all aid provision. Our 
Swimming Task Force, formed 
last year, has been restructured 
into a Drowning Research 
Group that will support and 
promote drowning research in 
general and in the developing 
world in particular. I would like to draw your attention to  Christina Fonfe, who runs 
the Women’s Swimming Project in Sri Lanka  and Pat Wilcox in South Africa who has 
qualified hundreds of unemployed youths as lifeguards. Both highlight one of the major 
conclusions reached in our 5 year review of projects – first find a good woman!
John Connolly.
Honorary CEO

Treasurer’s Report

The Foundation’s income was down in 2009 in line with the experiences of most charities 
in the wake of the current financial crisis. The Foundation continues to be debt free and 
has sufficient funds to meet all current commitments. John Connolly’s retirement as a 
school teacher has impacted on our income as his school and trade union were regular 
supporters of our projects.  The four year Lifeguard Training Fund will end in 2010 after 
which such projects will have to be funded out of our general funds. We will need to 
widen our income sources to replace these. The board of directors has taken professional 
advice on fundraising and will submit a proposal to the Annual General Meeting seeking 
approval to work with professional fundraisers.  

Margaret Bible

Charity Treasurer

John Connolly received Honorary Life Membership of The 
Royal Life Saving Society UK in recognition of his long 

service to lifesaving in Ireland. The photo shows John in 
the Guildhall, London, with his wife Phil and two of their 

children Siobhan and Stephen.
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Annual Report 2009
The core of the Sri Lanka Women’s Swimming Project activities in 2009 has been to continue to support the
thriving and firmly established Women Only Swimming at the Lighthouse Community Swimming Pool in
Galle, on the south coast of Sri Lanka, where between 35 and 60 women and teenage girls at a time have
come for free swimming lessons provided by local female teachers trained and paid for by the Project.

Galle, in the south of Sri Lanka Speedo-equipped swimming teachers
The Sri Lanka Women’s Swimming Project is especially grateful, firstly to the Irish Lifesaving Foundation
and, secondly to the Rotary Club of Marlow and individuals for their financial support, which has enabled
the women’s swimming to continue throughout 2009 and, finally, to Speedo International for their donation
of swimwear, sports bags and rucksacks for the Project’s local swimming teachers.

The year has been spent advancing and energising the current swimming teachers to greater levels of
responsibility and skill. For the first time, the Project has taught male as well as female swimmers. In April,
Christina Fonfe presented a report on the Sri Lanka Women’s Swimming Project to the Hong Kong
Conference of the International Federation of Swimming Teachers Associations, IFSTA. Following the
Conference, Chris adopted the new IFSTA ‘Can Swim’ Standard as the Project swimming qualification goal.

Pilot Group of International ‘I Can Swim’ Certificate Holders in Sri Lanka
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The Project’s pilot scheme to introduce the new IFSTA standard was a great success and began with the
development of a set of practical tests to certify swimmers. Male and female non-swimmers were drawn
from the staff of local hotels on the south coast which possessed swimming pools the Project could use and
these students were taught to the new standard. The full International I Can Swim Certificate was awarded to
all those who could jump into deep water till completely submerged, come to the surface and float
continuously for ten minutes, then swim an unbroken 100 metres without touching the pool sides or floor and
complete the session by climbing out of the pool, unassisted, over a ledge 30 cm above the pool water level.

Chris Fonfe gets non-swimming sari-clad school teachers to float in Speedo-donated swimsuits in just one lesson
It was a huge achievement by the IFSTA to get the international community of swimming teachers
representing so many countries to agree a universal definition of ‘Can Swim’. The Project has always
demanded mastery of being able to float and breathe for an extended period as a serious enhancement to
survivability in water; it was therefore very gratifying to find that the simple and easily achieved concept of
Float and Breathe has been incorporated into an international standard to reduce global death by drowning.

The Project was also very grateful to have Philippa, a volunteer Australian swimming teacher, on loan from
Adopt Sri Lanka. She helped to recruit and motivate more local women in the local community to come and
have swimming lessons. Philippa also helped our local swimming teachers manage the expanded throughput.

Looking ahead, the immediate goal for 2010 is to train new swimming teachers to sustain and expand current
swimming operations. The Project aims to qualify swimming teachers to internationally recognised IFSTA
standards using the proprietary American Total Immersion method. As in previous years, the Project
continues to strive to find swimming pools on the south coast of Sri Lanka, so that free swimming lessons
can continue to be given to the rural and coastal poor who live close to water and to make them safe.

The Project’s long-term goal is still to seek an inexpensive permanent, residentially-based swimming
teaching facility as the optimum solution for the greatest output of swimmers and swimming teachers. The
ultimate aim of the Project is to make the teaching of swimming to international standards a universally self-
sufficient micro-economic operation within every local community, run by the locals for themselves.

In conclusion, the Trustees and Operatives of the Sri Lanka Women’s Swimming Project are grateful to
participate in this great leap forward in the advancement of saving lives by teaching swimming so that in
every remote village and hamlet, people may say ‘I can swim. Can you?’ and reply with ‘Yes, I can swim.’

THE SRI LANKA WOMEN’S SWIMMING PROJECT IS A REGISTERED UNITED KINGDOM CHARITY NUMBER 1129236
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Kenya Lifesaving Federation News
KLF will be participating in the national disaster operations, this was made official by the 
letter from the office the president, provincial administration and internal security signed 
by Lt Col J. G. KINGORI (Rtd.) the director National Disaster Operation Center. KLF will 
team up with other agencies such as Kenya Red Cross. KLF is in the process of drafting 
(MOU) memorandum of understanding with the Kenya Red Cross.
KLF has become a full affiliate member of (IFSTA) International Federation of Swimming 
Teacher Association and we look forward for technical support from IFSTA and other 
lifesaving organization.
KLF held its lifesaving championship on 7th 
and 8th February, this event was a success, 
Nairobi Academy emerged the overall best 
boys team and Lorento Convent Valley 
Road was the overall best girls team, St 
Austin’s Academy came second and State 
house girl’s secondary school was third. 
From this championship result a selection 
of the Kenya team to represent us in the 
common wealth lifesaving championship 
in Edmonton, Canada was made hoping 
that our Government through the ministry 
of sports and youth affairs will fund the trip. The team is training by Coach Paul Angar 
at the Nyayo National Stadium currently the Coke Cola Stadium. The next KLF lifesaving 
championship was held on the 6th to 7th June 2009.

From April 6th to 28th we ran various lifesaving 
courses and re certification in lifeguarding at 
the Kasarani Aquatic stadium. We had a good 
turn out as we issued the first International 
Life Saving Federation’s lifesaving certificates 
since KLF was accredited  at the ILS meeting 
in Germany.
The KLF board meeting in March 2009  
proposed an increase of fees and charges in 
all KLF activities due to current financial world 
economy status subject to ratification by the 
KLF National Congress.

KLF appeals to RLSS members for technical support and invite RLSS members to come to 
Kenya and assist in facilitating the lifesaving courses.
We take this opportunity to thank The Irish Lifesaving Foundation, John B. Long for 
his support to us and also congratulate his successor, the new RLSS Commonwealth 
Secretary General,  Francene Leaversuch.
Job Kania, President KLF.
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Beach Safety Leaflet

The Foundation has produced a number of water safety 
leaflets. Copies of our publications are available in free 
downloadable versions on our website or in a printed 
version from our office. Our leaflets are displayed 
on the back cover of this annual report.

Our latest leaflet is Beach Safety on Ireland’s 
South Coast and was sponsored by the pupils of 
St. Paul’s Boys National School, Waterford City, 
by way of a retirement gift to John Connolly.

International Open Water Drowning Prevention Guidelines

A group of experienced lifesavers around the world were brought together 
by Seattle Children’s Hospital Research Foundation under the title of The 
International Open Water Drowning Prevention Task Force to work on producing 
sets of universal water safety advice for individuals (self-protection) and protecting 
others, especially children (supervising 
others).  After long and frequent discussion 
two sets of guidelines were produced 
and will be circulated around the world 
after the official launch in June 2010.  The 
Foundation’s Honorary CEO, John Connolly, 
is a member of the task force. By way of 
assistance to the project the Foundation 
has had the guidelines converted into a 
booklet which will be available as a free 
download on our website or as a printed 
copy from our office. Our thanks go to 
Vincent Flynn for his assistance with the 
booklet. The booklet is in black and white 
with non-gender, non-racial figures for 
easy reproduction on basic photocopiers.
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International Open Water Safety Guidelines

1. Learn swimming and water safety survival skills.
Learn how to swim safely. Learn 

the strokes and water safety skills. 
Being able to swim reduces the 
chance of a serious incident in 
or near the water, but swimming 
ability alone is no guarantee of 
safety.  Most people learn to swim 
in a pool or calm water setting, but 
this does not fully prepare you for 
swimming in open waters like a lake, river or the ocean. Even good swimmers 
can encounter life-threatening problems, especially in open water.  Swimming 
safely in any open water requires special caution.  Different types of open water 
have changing risks such as currents and high waves. Never underestimate the 
risks or overestimate your ability to cope with the risks. Water safety is more 
than just having swimming skills. It is also having the confidence, knowledge and 
attitudes to be safe in and around water. Even if you are a good swimmer, choose 
a place with lifeguards when possible, so that in case of trouble, someone can 
rescue you. Finally, if in doubt, stay out of the water. 

Learning to swim safely includes knowing how to:

Float 

Tread water 

Enter and exit water safely 

Swim on your front and back, turn and roll over 

Swim or float with clothes on 

Be safe in, on or near water 

Be confident under water 

Wear a life jacket the right way 

Look for and avoid risks and hazards 

Assess your own skill level 

©TVF2010

LIFE
GUARD

Learn swimming
and water safety
survival skills.
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The Ireland Medal
recipients from 2003 - 2009

Awarded to an Irish person or 
organisation or to a person of Irish 

descent in recognition of an exceptional 
contribution to saving lives from 

drowning.

2009:

The 2009 Ireland Medal was awarded to 

Dublin Fire Brigade for the many water rescues 

performed by its river rescue service.

2008:
The 2008 Ireland Medal was awarded to Chief 
Justice Terence Higgins (Australia) for his 
promotion of lifesaving in Australia and in the 
developing world.

2007:
The 2007 Ireland Medal was awarded to Foyle 
Search and Rescue (Northern Ireland) for 
their success in reducing the annual number 
of drownings in the River Foyle from thirty to 
three.

The 2008 and 2009 Ireland Medals will be presented by The Hon Mr Justice John L. Murray, 
Ireland’s Chief Justice, in Dublin on 19th June 2010.
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2006:
The 2006 Ireland Medal was awarded to Garda 
Commissioner Eamonn Doherty for his work 
with the Royal Life Saving Society, Ireland and 
the reorganisation of air sea rescue.

2005:

The 2005 Ireland Medal was awarded to 

Professor John Pearn (Australia) for his work in 

the field of child drowning and water safety.

2004:

The 2004 Ireland Medal was awarded to Cork 

man, Surgeon Admiral Frank Golden for his 

work on hyperthermia and sea survival.

2003:
The inaugural, 2003 Ireland Medal was 
awarded to An Garda Síochána in recognition of 
swimming rescues performed by serving Irish 
police officers.

The Ireland Seminar is held in conjunction with the Ireland Medal presentation ceremony 
and will take place in The Fire Brigade Training Centre, Dublin, on Saturday, 19th June 
2010.  Attendance is open, free of charge, to any interested person. Topics covered include 
cold water immersion, personal swimming survival, protocols for lifesaving incidents, 
lifesaving in the developing world and the Irish launch of The Open Water Drowning 
Prevention Guidelines.
Full details are available on our website www.lifesavingfoundation.ie.
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Soweto Project Report 2009

To all involved with the Irish Lifesaving Foundation, thank you for your ongoing support 
for the ‘Soweto’ project, also for your patience with me with my poor reporting.  We 
have had a good year with Ellis Park pool being fully functional and with an excellent 
working relationship with the pool staff.  They are always most accommodating and 
assist wherever possible with the training from free entry to the pool to jumping in as a 
’patient’ when we are short.
The following candidates have passed the 
Lifeguard Award so far this year:
Lerato Qambi, from Jabavu, Soweto
Henrico Ruiters from Newclare, Joburg
Sabelo Simelane from Tsakane, Brakpan
Nkosana Mabena from Kwa Thema, Springs
The lifeguard from Klerksdorp, Goodman 
Hlongwane, came to do his annual retest 
with us and asked if we could assist him with 
training some of their local youth. He started 
training them and then we arranged to bring 
4 of them through to Ellis to assess their 
swimming ability. They were all quite good but not quite up to standard. As their local 
pool was closing for winter I had 3 of them to stay for a couple of days and completed 
some of the modules for the award to keep their interest. Joseph Koloane and Klaas 
Moroe, came through and completed the Qualifying Certificate (this is an award we offer 
to people who are keen to assist with training but cannot meet the swimming standard 
– later they can convert it to a full award if they wish). Both have indicated that they are 
now able to make the swim time so will attend the next assessment at the end of the 
month. This has proved to be quite an expensive exercise as their transport costs have 
been about R200 each per round trip. However thanks to the Foundation’s help this has 
been covered. 

I am hoping that Joseph and Klaas will then motivate the other two to complete the 
Award. Unfortunately Goodman has moved to a permanent appointment on the East 
Rand.

I now have 2 candidates from Daveyton, Benoni on the East Rand who are almost ready 
for assessments and who too have had to travel quite a distance to come into Ellis Park. 

One of the Meadowland lifesavers, Thomas is busy training some local lads to improve 
their fitness so that they can join the class. 

Word has certainly got around that there is training available and with getting candidates 
from various regions there is a possibility of them getting jobs despite the recession.

Thank you once again for your support.

Pat Wilcox

Pat Wilcox met with John Connolly in 
Cork in December to discuss the Lifeguard 

Training Scheme
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Some letters received from lifeguard trainees in Soweto
19 – 06 - 2009
The reason why I would love to be a lifeguard is all my life I wanted to give back to the community, in a sense of serving them 
through being a lifeguard, serving them with an open mind. And also to be a role model to other children in the community, to 
inspire the young to know about casualties of not knowing how to swim and one day to have my own swimming club. 
Henrico Ruiters

17 – 06 – 2009
My name is Lerato. I live in Soweto. The reason I want to be a lifesaver is I want to save the lives of 
people from drowning, especially on holidays and festive seasons and busy times.
I developed the love of swimming when there was a project of teaching women how to swim in Soweto. 
I joined Jaws Swimming Club teaching kids how to swim. Many lifeguards in South Africa are men. I 
think its great that women are given a chance to be lifeguards. I give thanks to mrs. Pat Wilcox for 
teaching and training us all.   Lerato 

Dear Sir / Madam,
I would like to thank you for giving me the opportunity to express myself to you.
I am Nkosana, a 25 year old boy and the first born at home. At a very young age I’ve always had a love for swimming. Lifesaving 
is not maybe what I love to do during my spare time but it has been a part of my life. It would open doors to my future. Not only 
will it change my life but the lives of others. By that I mean I enjoy rescuing people in water, so I would save lives and make a 
difference and teaching people.
If I was given the opportunity to do lifesaving I would be a great help to my parents. They do not earn enough to satisfy the 
whole family. Lifesaving would be a great opportunity for me to teach the youth or the whole community. It would open the door 
for me as I have been dropping out of school due to financial constraints.
Nkosana Mabene

LeisureWorld Bishopstown sponsor lifeguard training in Africa
LeisureWorld Leisure Centre, Bishopstown, donated €900 to the Foundation and its Lifeguard 
Training Project in Soweto, South Africa. The money was donated by parents of children attending 
personal survival classes organised by the centre staff in association with the lifesaving foundation. 
The money will be used to pay the lifeguard training costs of young unemployed  male and female 
swimmers in Soweto, Johannesburg and the surrounding regions in South Africa.
The donation was accepted on behalf of the training project by Mrs Pat Wilcox (South African 
Lifeguard Trainer Assessor) who directs the training on behalf of Foundation. Mrs. Wilcox explained 
that there are lifeguard jobs available in pools and on beaches in South Africa but many local 
swimmers don’t have the money to pay the 
training and examination fees. The money 
donated will be used to pay the training, travel 
and basic subsistence costs of unemployed 
youths. Once the lifeguards are employed 
they are in a position to support themselves 
and their extended families. Lifeguards are 
respected in Africa and youths who previously 
received little or no respect find that once 
they wear a lifeguard uniform they become 
valued and respected members of their 
communities. 

Photo (l-r): Pat Wilcox (South Africa), Bryan O Brien (Leisureworld Bishopstown), Joe Nosford 
(Leisureworld Bishopstown, John Connolly (Irish Lifesaving Foundation)

Lerato with her son.
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The Irish Lifesaving Foundation Drowning Research Group
In 2008 the Foundation established a Swimming Task Force to conduct research into the 
important question of ‘why swimmers drown?’.  Members of the task force will present 
papers on lifesaving topics at the forthcoming Biomechanics and Medicine in Swimming 
2010 World Congress in Oslo, Norway. In addition to the Norway Congress a number of 
linked presentations will be made on this question at the Ireland Seminar in Dublin in 
June.

The Foundation board decided in 2009 to widen the scope and membership of the 
research group as part of the charity’s 2010 Development Plan. The Foundation intends to 
promote and support research into all areas of drowning and rescue research beginning 
with a research school in the autumn of 2010, bringing a number of experienced published 
researchers together with novice researchers. Drowning Research Group members will 
offer at least 10 papers on different aspects of the world drowning problem to the World 
Conference on Drowning Prevention 2011 in Vietnam.  

If you are interested in carrying out lifesaving research contact John Connolly at 
lifesavingfoundation@ireland.com.

Tanzania
Bob Stallman, who lives and works in Norway, has strong 
connections with Tanzania. He has been working with 
lifesavers from the organisation TALISS for some time and 
the Foundation offered to financially support a suitable 
training projects recommended by him. A three day scout 
camp on a beach at a naval base in July 2009 was identified 

as a good starter project. Water 
safety training was provided to 
scout leaders and it was most 
successful event. The camp and 
its activities were filmed and 
shown on national television in 
Tanzania. Bob sees this project 
as a pilot for future training 
events.Bob Stallman presenting lifesaving certificates.

Lifesaving training in Tanzania
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Gambia
The Foundation continues to 
support the work of Whitmore Bay 
Surf Lifesaving Club in Gambia. 
Having previously trained Gambia 
firemen in water rescue techniques 
and helped with the establishment 
of a rescue boat service the club 
plans to return to Gambia later 
in 2010 to update those trained. 
They also plan to make contact 
and offer help to a recently formed 
Red Dolphin Voluntary Lifeguard 
Club. The Foundation continues to 
support this worthy project.

Lesotho
The Royal Lesotho Lifesaving 
Association is busy providing 
water safety training to 
school pupils in Lesotho and 
in organising fun lifesaving 
competitions. They also 
conducted a number 
of lifesaving workshops 
for school teachers. The 
Foundation continues to 
financially support the work 
of the RLLA by way of an 
administrative grant.

Photograph on above shows lifesaving training in Maseru Swimming Pool, Lesotho

Whitmore Bay Lifeguard Club members receiving a 
donation cheque from John Connolly

NEW LOOK WEB SITE - www.lifesavingfoundation.ie

We are currently updating the look and content of our web site. We hope that all visitors to 
the site will be pleased with our efforts.  If you have any comments or suggestions you may 
forward them to our e-mail address. Our intention is to make the site more informative and 

easier to navigate. We hope you are pleased with the change.
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Stathis Avramidis

Many congratulations in 2009  
to Greek Foundation member 
Dr. Stathis Avramidis;

He was awarded a PhD 
by Leeds Metropolitan 
University, UK, for his 
thesis “The 4W Model on 
Drowning”. His thesis contains 
a comprehensive overview 
of the world drowning 
situation. Stathis has made 
a full downloadable version 
of his thesis available on the 
Foundation website

www.lifesavingfoundation.ie.

He was invited to the United States by the International Swimming Hall of Fame where 
he was presented with the Paragon Aquatic Safety Award for 2009.

An English documentary on his life titled “STATHI” was produced by Leeds Metropolitan 
University. The fi lm can be viewed on the Foundation website.

Stathis is the author of 7 books on diff erent aspects of water safety and lifesaving 
in English and Greek. In 2009 the Foundation provided copies of his books to all 
research libraries and some public libraries in Greece and Cyprus. He will represent 

the Irish Lifesaving Foundation, presenting 3 papers, at the 
forthcoming Biomechanics and Medicine in Swimming 2010 
World Congress in Norway and has been published in many 
professional journals.  Stathis is employed by the Hellenic 

Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, Greece and is a 
Visiting Research Fellow in Leeds Metropolitan University.

Stathis has donated his 2006 book, “Water Safety 
Guidelines for Accident Prevention and Safety Promotion” 

to the Foundation for free distribution through our web 
site. The book contains a comprehensive set of safety 

guidelines for the sea, swimming pools, water parks, 
recreational aquatic sports, fi shing, snorkelling, 

scuba diving, rivers lakes, disabled, children and the elderly.

Dr. Avramidis at the Swimming Hall of Fame ceremony.
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This photo was taken at the point when a group of five swimmers realise that one of them is 
in trouble. A strong undertow has moved the smallest of them out much further than he had 
intended to go and he is having trouble breathing. There is a rip current in the left corner of 

the photo. Luckily a large wave pushed all five youths on to the beach.

SUPPORTING PROJECTS 
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Since 2003 The Irish Lifesaving Foundation 
has financially supported lifesaving 
projects in these countries.

Gambia

Ireland

Kenya
Tanzania

Lesotho
Soweto
South Africa

Uganda

India

Sri Lanka

Brendan Donohoe travelled to London 
to receive Honorary Life Membership of 
The Royal Life Saving Commonwealth 
Society from HRH Prince Michael of 
Kent, in recognition of his 40 plus years 
service to lifesaving in Ireland and in the 
developing world.

Honorary Life Membership

Where is Harry? 
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